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‘There are many reasons why the dream-vision form was favoured by medieval poets, but the
principal one was that it allowed a poet to explore the possibilities, limits and commitments of
poetic utterance itself.’

Do you agree?

Chaucer’s dream poems appear to demonstrate a profound interest concerning the potential of the
medium itself. Even in sleep and dream the poet is seen to be unable to escape the world of the book and
of the text. Consider the experience of dreamer-protagonist Geffrey in The House of Fame as an
introductory example:

“But as I romed up and doun,
I fond that on a wall ther was,
Thus written on a table of bras:
‘I wol now synge, yif I kan,
The armes and also the man..’”

(The House of Fame, I,140)

Ambling through a constructed dream landscape what should the dreamer come across but an English
translation of some of the most famous lines in Western literature, the opening of Virgil’s Aeneid. The
narrative of the dream thus emphatically attaches itself to the familiar and the known and the poem is
bound to an established canon of literary achievement. For Chaucer, the dream-vision form becomes an
opportunity not to explore the more surreal and troubling elements of the poet’s subconscious, but an
occasion to examine the potential of the act of reading.

Chaucer’s dream poems The House of Fame and The Parliament of Fowls are both works that prioritize
the act of reading. His dream accounts are richly, if problematically, literary in their nature. In both
poems Chaucer is at pains to construct himself as a reader figure more than a writerly presence.
Furthermore, the two works both develop intensely intertextual moments and as the poems progress the
dreams’ attempts to find significance seem to focus on the search for text. Indeed, the poet, depending
on one’s reading of the texts, grapples with his anxieties concerning the writing of dream experience, or,
fails to reconcile the discrepancy between the potentially fantastical content of a dream vision with the
constraints of poetic form and structure.

An act of reading frames the dream-vision of The Parliament of Fowls. In the poem’s exposition
Chaucer describes his protagonist reading Cicero’s account of Scipio Africanus the Younger’s dream of
his grandfather coming to him and describing the life of the good after death. Chaucer’s reader then
explains how he tires of his day’s study and retires to bed, only, in his sleep, to see Scipio standing
before him.

There appears to be a very deliberate effort to link the act of conscious reading with subconscious
activity. Chaucer’s reader says:

“Can I nat seyn if that cause were
For I hadde red of Affrican beforn,
That made me to mete that he stood there.”

(The Parliament of Fowls, 106-108)

However, his protestation must be intended ironically and an indisputable link understood between the
protagonist’s bedtime reading and the content of his dreams. In this way dream is seen to develop from
text and in his vision Chaucer constructs his narrator, to an extent, as a textual entity, taking an active
role in the story that he has just read. As Larry Benson explains: “reading is rewarded with the
appearance of a slightly condescending visionary guide, who promises to show him [the narrator] ‘mater



of to wryte’”1. A strange notion is foregrounded, therefore, that the dream only exists to provide material
to be written down. An interpretation of this is, perhaps, that Chaucer is attempting to ground his dream
poetry in the textual. A reader gets the impression from the complex interplay between readers and
writers in the poem, that Chaucer is less concerned with constructing an examination of an individual’s
active subconscious, rather than the dream context provides a useful structure to explore the dynamics of
interpretation. One could argue that Chaucer lacks the necessary imaginative faculties to construct
convincing records of subconscious expression, or, more convincingly, the reader can appreciate
Chaucer as a poet who was very aware of the potentially incompatibility of dream and text. As a result,
the dream-vision genre is used to foreground the limits of poetic form, but also, the dynamic possibility
of reader interaction with the text as well as intertextual awareness.

At the end of the poem the narrator is left unsatisfied by his vision; it has provided no conclusion to the
lover’s dilemma of choice, and the dreamer is obliged to return to his books. The poem closes with the
narrator asserting:

“I hope, ywis, to rede so som day
That I shal mete some thing for to fare
The bet; and thus to rede I nele not spare.”

(The Parliament of Fowls, 697-99)

These lines appear to offer a rejection of dreaming in favour of reading in an attempt to find significance
and meaning. The word ‘mete’ which throughout the poem has most commonly denoted ‘dreaming’,
here signifies the more earthly idea of ‘meeting’ or ‘finding’ something. After recording a dream
inspired by an act of reading, at its conclusion, the dreamer decides that he is, in fact, more likely to find
answers in the very act of reading itself.

The House of Fame, likewise, appears to be controlled by reading and interpretation. Indeed, John Fyler
argues that: “The House of Fame, above all, is Chaucer’s fullest exploration of the poet’s position and
responsibilities, the sources of his knowledge and the limits of his vision.”2  The act of reading is
prioritized in Book I when Geffrey sees the opening of the Aeneid engraved on a brass table, an act that
introduces an extended ekphrasis whereby the narrator describes images depicting the story of Virgil’s
epic, thereby summarizing the Aeneid into English. Dream, here, in this retelling of the Aeneid clings to
the familiar and the known. Like The Parliament of Fowls, The House of Fame in inspired by reading as
it is impossible that the dreamer-narrator of this poem is not familiar with the Aeneid. The dream vision
becomes an act of reorganizing, translating and retelling a known text. In a motif common to both
poems, literature and text, in the words of Piero Boitani: “both causes the dream and exists within it”3.
Chaucer’s narrators even in dream cannot escape from the universe of the text as in both inspiration and
content the dream-visions seek out significance in story.

The three sections that constitute the poem can be understood to individually progress the poem’s
handling of the act of reading. In Book 1, the dreamer discovers the text and considers the textual
dissemination of the Aeneid narrative. Book II concerns language’s truth-telling capability and the final
book focuses on the significance of reputation and legacy. The dream-vision is thus controlled by
concerned with the dynamics of reading text. Dream experience cannot be separated from the interplay
between reader and text.

Despite being regarded by most critics as unfinished, the text of The House of Fame breaks off at a
rather suitable point:

“Atte laste y saugh a man,
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Which that y [nevene] nat ne kan;
But he semed for to be
A man of greet auctorite.”

(The House of Fame, III.2155-58)

As it exists the text ends with a potentially ironic assertion of authority. Even though the poem would
appear to end mid-sentence, the concept of it ending abruptly in the discovery of authority has been
seductive enough to motivate some critics to argue that Chaucer intentionally constructed The House of
Fame as a fragment. Afterall, a sudden break in sense might be part of the dream experience and
simultaneously foreground, once again, the act of reading as the reader in the text’s abrupt end is jolted
out of a comfortable following of the poem and forced to make some sort of interpretation, to bring their
own critical faculties to the text in order to uncover significance. It’s perhaps an irony that it is in this
moment of incompletion that Chaucer (possibly accidentally) allows the world of dream and the world
of text to coexist most comfortably but also most tellingly.

A striking feature of the dream poems is how Chaucer enjoys the doubleness of existing as both reader
and writer. His effort in constructing himself or his narrator-dreamer as reader reveals his overarching
authorial control of the poems. Chaucer emerges as an empathetic poetic presence who seeks to
associate himself within his own text with his readers as experiencing a similar search for significance
and meaning within text. However, it is worth considering that prioritization of the act of reading is not
confined in Chaucer to his dream poetry. The Canterbury Tales is concerned with the interpretative
relationship between a teller and his audience and the text’s ambivalent narrator is designed to
encourage readers to bring their own judgments to the text. Furthermore, Troilus and Criseyde
consciously refers to its status as a story that already exists in old books. However, it appears that the
medium of dream-visions forces Chaucer to be particularly wary of the role of the reader.

In his dream poetry Chaucer appears to be permanently aware of the potential discrepancy inherent in
the genre. One might think that the dream convention would allow the poet to throw off the shackles of
straight narrative and attempt a more adventurous poetry. However, in both The Parliament of Fowls
and The House of Fame Chaucer appears to be more acutely conscious of form than in narrative works
such as Troilus and Criseyde and The Canterbury Tales.

When Chaucer’s poetry does move towards the surreal with episodes such as the world’s avian
population gathering together on St. Valentine’s Day in order to choose a mate, or the narrator being
carried in the talons of a great eagles, a humour emerges that defensively mocks the incredible scenes
that are being described. A reader’s potentially incredulous response to Chaucer’s fantastic
constructions are often pre-empted and incorporated into the poem by the narrator themselves:

“But now wol I goo out and see,
Ryght at the wiket, yf y kan
See owhere any stiryng man
That may me telle where I am.”

(The House of Fame, 478-79)

The dreamer is presented as disorientated and ins desperate pursuit of something fixed from which to
judge his position. Chaucer’s narrator only becomes aware of unfamiliar surroundings when he stops
retelling ancient stories, an activity that has preoccupied him for the preceding 300 lines. Dislocation
and disorientation, feelings that a reader might associate with the experience of dream, come to the fore
when the dreamer leaves behind familiar text.

The problem of recording what occurs in dream is especially prominent in The Parliament of Fowls
which in the discourse between Dame Nature and the various species of birds is packed with direct
speech. On one level this might be identified as problematic because birds tend not to be able to speak
English, let alone in verse. However, we can accept this surreal scene as possible within the realm of
dream. However, there is the further problem that the dreamer recalls the words spoken exactly, we
assume, and records them in poem form. The reader is aware of a subsequent act of writing outside of
the experience of the dream, an act that foregrounds a certain incompatibility between dream and the



record of it. There is a discrepancy between the marvelous scenarios somehow permitted by dream and
the ability to recall such scenes in detail and record them in formulaic verse. A dream’s potential
randomness and the necessity of form in medieval poetry would appear to mutually belie each other. As
such, for Chaucer, the dream-vision becomes necessarily concerned with the limitations of poetic
utterance.

A striking feature of The House of Fame in particular is the poem’s conscious intertextuality. As Boitani
explains in his essay entitled ‘Old books brought to life in dreams’: “From the beginning, Chaucer plays
with his audience a game of intertextuality, raising expectations, stimulating cultural awareness,
puzzling and overwhelming his readers with displays of erudition and at the same time relieving them
with clues and a light tone.”4 Even in a constructed dream world both the reader-narrator and the reader
of the poems are constantly being confronted with references to familiar texts and stories.

Throughout both The House of Fame and The Parliament of Fowls there is a sense that the dream-
visions are occurring within an existing textual matrix. These dreams and therefore these poems could
not exist without a textual world to inspire them. Furthermore, at certain moments, the act of reading is
actively recommended to the poems’ audience:

“Whoseo to knowe hit hath purpos
Rede Virgile in Eneydos.”

(The House of Fame, I.377-78)

For an instant the narrator’s voice appears to yield to an imperative from the poet himself, urging his
audience to seek out further reading. Chaucer emerges as a widely read poet who in his own writing
wishes to share his reading. If The House of Fame is a dream then it must be the vision of an incredibly
literate man for the poem represents “an encyclopedia of myths both ancient and medieval and an
exploration of various literary genres.”5

For Chaucer the dream-vision form, moreso than his more narrative poetry, is inexorably linked to a
consideration of the limits, the potential and the very textuality of poetic utterance. Dream is seen to
emanate from text and more specifically from an act of reading and, for Chaucer, the world of dream is
bound to a fabric of text, story, and inerpretation. Both The House of Fame and The Parliament of Fowls
demonstrate an awareness of the potential discrepancy between the fantastic and the formulaic that
dream poetry demands. Chaucer handles this incompatibility by rooting his works in considerations
about reading and text. The reader feels that the dream-visions are not the exposure of a wandering
subconscious but a reaction to the dynamics of reading and the subsequent search for meaning and
significance.
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